So. Africa Drive Sets New Record

Gen. Jan Smuts Sounds Ringing Indictment of Anti-Semites

Johannesburg, South Africa, May 12—All fund-raising records were broken here last night at the sellout opening of the Hendey campaign in South Africa. More than $13,500 was raised for the Jewish Foundation Fund during the banquet, which was attended by the biggest Jewish assembly present in the life of the country.

General Jan Smuts, president of the World Zionist Organization, who came here by airplane, from Palestine, received a tremendous ovation, when he presented a certificate of appreciation to General Jan Christian Smuts, former Premier and now Minister of Justice in the present British government, for the establishment of a colony named for him and located near Nitzanim. The colony is called after Eliezer Yehoshua, the Hebrew equivalent of Jan.

General Smuts in a ringing speech denounced anti-Semitism, and paid tribute to the greatness of the Jewish people and the prosperity of Palestine with the hunger and unemployment prevalent in the rest of the world.

"My attitude toward the Jews was not dictated by any special Jewish feeling," General Smuts declared, "but by my love for freedom and obedience to the underlying lessons I learned from Hebrew literature.

"The people of the world are the Jews. I have for my own people and for the future a country of development, which in the spirit of that Declaration. His own interpretation of that declaration united nations and would have brought about the Balfour Declaration. Since then he has been a leader and a symbol of genuine concern for the redemption of Palestine in the spirit of that Declaration. His own interpretation of that declaration united nations and would have brought about the Balfour Declaration.

"The Jewish community of Johannesburg is the example of generosity and sacrifice to the Jewish communities of other lands. The Jewish Board of Deputies of South African Jews has again demonstrated its ability to do its full share in the most constructive work in Jewish life."

Nazi Caste

Colonel von Papen, whose anti-Semitic writings and policies of the Nazi party have been a matter of discussion in South Africa during the early part of the World War, is still remembered by the People's League of German, described as a "living example of the perils of man who must extend their view beyond the borders of the Reich and demand for the free speech in their own country. He added that this freedom would not divide but rather unite the people in the struggle for the preservation of the world in the Jewish huts.

Von Papen pleads for an "united Europe in the fight against the current of the World War, and the only way to achieve this is by the incorporation of all the European nations." The text is continued on Page 3.

Rumble of Race Strife Heard in Tolerant England, Says Rice

BURLINGTON, May 12—According to a United Press wire service, a refugee song written from Germany, "Der Schuster" (The Cobbler), was played in a top English variety show yesterday. The song, "Der Schuster," is a ballad in which the Cobbler, after having been stalled in the street, finally finds an enemy in a Jew. The song was performed by a well-known actor, who is reported to have been paid a high fee for the performance.

"England seems to be going for Fascism," said Mr. Rice. "This is a most important blow to the Jews in England, especially in the cities."

"Although the country seemed proud to call itself the most liberal..."

Elmer Rice

Elmer Rice is in the world, I should say there is strong anti-Semitic movement in the country. The tendency is (Continued on Page Eight)

Arabs Kill Dr. Asloropp, Right of Nazis Samuels To Congregate

Defense Counsel Says He Will Prove Jews Are Innocent

BURLINGTON, May 12—Horace Samuel, London attorney who is defending Abraham Blasov, charged with the murder of Dr. Chaim Asloropp, is in a remarkable speech which lasted all morning and took up part of the afternoon session, delivered a searching address to the court, that the assassination of Dr. Asloropp was an unfortunate tragedy, that it is impossible to distinguish objects at night in the dark, or under the conditions at the time.

Samuel declared that the testimony before the benches for the defense falls into three categories:

1. Proof of the state offered by Blasov and Rosenblatt. (Continued on Page Eight)

Achimeler Ends Fast on Plea That Judaism Forbids Suicide

JERUSALEM, May 12— holster "must be done by Rabbi A. J. Hacohen, an American student of Achaism, Revisionist theorist on a hunger strike because he was thrown out of the Acre jail last week and the Chief Rabbi's message was telephoned to him.

The attorney defending Achimeler spoke to him in the Acre jail this morning. Achimeler was permitted to answer the telephone message and was told the Acre authorities had acted entirely in defense of the wishes of the Chief Rabbi. Achimeler, who was visited yesterday by a Revisionist delegation, informed the man that Achimeler had refused to fast, but that he had taken it yesterday and the Chief Rabbi's message was telephoned to him.

Rabbi Kook urged Achimeler to end his hunger strike on the ground that the Jewish faith forbids the taking of human life. Achimeler was transferred to the Acre jail late

Bar on Entry Is Challenged By Zion Jews

General Strike Called by Assembly in Palestine as Gov't Protest

JERUSALEM, May 23—A call for the mobilization of all Jews in Palestine for the general strike to be held tomorrow as a protest against the immigration policy of the Palestinian government was issued today over the signature of the Jewish communities of Jaffa, Tel Aviv, Jerusalem, and the Vadi Lumi, the Jewish National Council of Palestine, and various local councils.

The strike was decided upon at meetings of the Aschkenaz, Hasidic, the elected assembly of Jewish Palestine, in the presence of the government officials.

"During the hours of the general strike..."

More Upholds [illegible] of Rights of Nazism Samuel To Congregate

"Friends' May Hold Their Gatherings 'Anywhere,'" He Declares

JERUSALEM, May 23—Horace Samuel, London attorney who is defending Abraham Blasov, charged with the murder of Dr. Chaim Asloropp, was a remarkable speech which lasted all morning and took up part of the afternoon session, delivered a searching address to the court, that the assassination of Dr. Asloropp was an unfortunate tragedy, that it is impossible to distinguish objects at night in the dark, or under the conditions at the time.

Samuel declared that the testimony before the benches for the defense falls into three categories:

1. Proof of the state offered by Blasov and Rosenblatt. (Continued on Page Eight)

Attempt Made to Kidnap College Editor Because Of Anti-Fascist Leanings

N. Y. Jews Hold Protest Meeting Tonight

New York Jewry will hold a mass meeting in Times Square to protest against the appointment of a new editor of the New York College. The meeting will be held at Fellowship Hall, 200 W. 43rd St., and will be attended by a large number of students and faculty members.

"Jews and Gentiles alike, in this country, are fighting for democracy and against Fascism. This is not the time to create more enemies in our midst."

Cellar Protests U. S. Olympic Participation

Congressmen Emphasized College yesterday on record as be- ing opposed to participation by the U. S. in the 1936 Olympic games in Berlin, which are scheduled to be held in Germany. The National Executive Board of the American Jewish Committee has called for a boycott of the Games.

"The Games are an affront to the Jewish community and to the democratic principles upon which the United States is based."

(Continued on Page Eight)
Col. Sanctuary Writes Jewish Exposure for ‘Spiritual Profits’

To an off-duty at 106 Fifth avenue a true friend of Jewry holds forth with baleful reflections and anti-Semitic. Some of his best friends are Jews. He is in the anonymous style and, if he didn’t sign his name, would have been exonerates from the list of known enemies. The writer of this letter is an officer of the World Alliance Against Jewish Aggression, under whose aegis the letter was published and placed in the hands of congressmen and others who might act upon the horrible Jewish excesses it reveals.

Jewish Dail Bulletin, May 23, 1924

Col. Sanctuary, the head of R. N. Sanctuary. The book is called “Are These Things True?”

Col. Sanctuary gained his title as an officer in the American revolution, and he indicated that he was in the regular army, but at sixty and some odd years he retains the fine physiques of a soldier. Mentally, however, he has none of the attributes of a man of affairs; for years he has practically all his waking hours poring over dusty volumes and current periodicals which reveal the diabolical machinations of the Jewish clique for the overthrow of civilization.

Col. Sanctuary, who deserves to be in Congressman McPherson’s list of Old Man of Anti-Semitism, is a畜牧业 prisoner of the Jewish clique, and he strews much information on Semitism, including its Communist and ethno-ideological aspects. The book will have no influence outside the nuclear Jewish clique and its financial enclaves.

Friend of Emmerston

The duellist cloaked many moons ago by Emmerston, Col. Edward Emmerston, is a tiresome man, but he dislikes being a Nazi, as he contends Emmerston appears so. He is the embodiment of all the qualities of the Protestant activities, and his deep knowledge of the Jewish and anti-Semitic activities finds expression both in the round of religious groups and through the press of the business world.

The World Alliance Against Jewish Aggression is, as the phrase implies, worldwide in scope. However, the majority of its members are drawn from the Jewish community of Europe, and the list of the society’s officers and directors is long and significant. The society was formed in 1934.

Quotation Anti-Semitism

All these men are equally startling things the colonel reveals in his book. The book has been published by a New York daily so-called “liberal” paper. The Russian Government has moved forward with a rapidity and decision, and the American is incidential and regretted by those who have sufficient knowledge of the complex.

And the evidence showing how the diabolical plot of the Protocols of the Wise Men of Zion is being fulfilled in 1934.

Quote Anti-Semitism

All these gentlemen and other high officials and operations of the society, nor will he identify the good people dividing the line in the moral sense of the words. The book has been published by a New York daily so-called “liberal” paper.

The book was published in 1947, and it is an account of the activities of the society, and the influence of the Jewish masses in the United States. The book was published by a New York daily so-called “liberal” paper.

Omsmans Rejoice As Their Boy, Freed of Treason, Sails Home

Joseph and Rebecca Omsman of the Brooklyn Jewish community, whose son was released from prison last week, and whose son’s acquittal on the charge of having attempted to send munitions to the Russian Communists in New York.

For months they had spent days and nights of worry while the long-drawn-out case had dragged on. Roosevelt Takes Up Caged

A trial last year before an army court martial in Cosmin, the young man found guilty, and he was sentenced to twenty years’ imprisonment by order of President Roosevelt.

The New York Jewish newspaper condemned for aid for the twentynight-old Brooklyn Jewish soldier, who was an attorney of 320 Broadway, went to the Canal Zone to defend him at the second trial.

Omsman was acquitted at the conclusion of the trial.

Morley Omsman took a day off from work and spent it with his wife and their four children: Albert, 20; Trudy, 17; Ruth, 15; and Joe, 12.

The trial of Corporal Omsman involved charges of anti-Semitism in army circles in the Canal Zone. Only once did the daily news of the trial reach the public eye. The trial of Corporal Omsman involved charges of anti-Semitism in army circles in the Canal Zone. Only once did the daily news of the trial reach the public eye. The trial of Corporal Omsman involved charges of anti-Semitism in army circles in the Canal Zone. Only once did the daily news of the trial reach the public eye.

Omsmans Rejoice As Their Boy, Freed of Treason, Sails Home

The Jewish Writer is “Amazed”

At Comar Kokevskin Service

“I can only amaze at the efficiency of the Jewish religious and dietician community in the form of the Jewish Writers’ League, Bergenz”, Frederic H. Samuel, a member of the London Jewish Chronicle, said in his current article.

The writer of this letter was an officer of the London Jewish Chronicle, and he was quoted in detail on the Comar Kokevskin service that is not active and totally supervised by the Jewish community. The service is attended by the Jews of London and Southport.
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Jewish Institute Gives Degrees to Candidates Sunday: Wise Presides

Commencement exercises of the Jewish Institute will take place next Sunday at Carnegie Hall. Degrees of Master of Hebrew letters will be conferred by Rabbi Stephen J. Wise, Rabbi of Central Synagogue, and Rabbi David Philipson of the Rockdale reformed Temple, Chicago.

Candidats for the degree are:

Jacob Cohen, of Los Angeles; David Samuel Grobele of Rochester, N.Y.; Julius Kravens, of Rochester, N.Y.; Louis Weil, of Michigan; Moses M. Roper, of Montreal, and David T. Spira, of New York and Jerusalem.

The first order in the United States of America for the Jewish Institute of America was held last year at the Young Men’s Hebrew Association.

The final round will take place tonight at the Young Men’s Hebrew Association in Ninety-second street, New York City.
Malvin Orders Defendant Held in $500 Bail; Violation Charged

Magistrate David L. Malvin, sitting yesterday in the Homocide Court, 31 Ryder avenue, Brook-lyn, heard the complaint against the defendant for the violation of the restraining order of the complaint against the Kosher Pro- vision Co. and ordered the corpora-tions and Greenburg Union for trial in the Court of Special Ses-sions on the 26th instant. Premier Kaufman, president, was not at

$500 bail.

Malvin, commenting on his decision on the recovery of the $1,000 bail in storage under these circum-stances did not violate Section 456-A of the Penal Law.

He further declares that the de-fendants were represented by counsel and deliberate scheme conspiring to perpetrate a fraud upon an une-gognizable character of the defendants.

Purposes and in the preparation and sale of kosher products has reached such tremendous proportions in recent years, has given great concern to a large mass of people that the propriety of such regulations and costs can no long-er be questioned.

Bloomingham Estate, Valued at $8,497,026, Left to His Relatives

The estate of Irving Bloomingham, daugh-ter department store owner, who died October 19, 1923, was filed for appraisal yesterday in the State Transfer Tax Department yesterday. The estate, valued at $9,356,026 gross and $4,629,002 net, will be divided among Mr. Bloomingham’s relatives.

After making specific bequests the will leaves the residue of the estate to trust, from which a yearly income of $17,000 is to be paid to Mrs. Bloomingham, Mrs. Margery Bloomingham, Mrs. Rosalie Bloomingham of Paris.

The principal of this and another trust will go on their termination to Mr. Israel Bloomingham, son-in-law of Mr. and Mrs. Jean and Hughes Bloomingham of this city. The remainder of the property coming from the residuary estate after the other trusts have been paid, together with $5,605,000 a year, will also go to Mrs. Bloomi-

A trust fund of $2,095,600 is laid aside for Bloomingham’s son, Donald Bloomingham, to be paid him when he reaches the age of majority.

Will Be F. F. Wollman

Filed for protest in Manhattan Surrogate’s Court yesterday the will of Benjamin Wollman, Attorney and banker, names the wid-ow, Mrs. George Wollman, his executors. He is survived by his wife, his son, and his daughter, Mrs. Helen💵

350 Attend Charity Event for Jewish Blind

Three hundred and fifty persons attended a charity party for the benefit of the Agency for the Jewish Blind in the New York Guild for the Jewish Blind at a performance of “The Vagabund” at the American Theater.

The committee in charge in-cluded Mrs. Pearl Meyerle, Mrs. Ben- frank, Mrs. Bunny Lias, Mrs. Mrs. Frank, Mrs. Burton Levin, Mrs. Mrs. John Zagar.

The sale last week of his imposing

manor at 570 Fifth avenue and Ninety-first street to the Academy of the Sacred Heart gives the fi-

nality to the end of the affair of Otto H. Kahn, late financial minter and patro-n of the arts.

To the heart of the fashionable and jealously guarded residential ac-Cession on upper Fifth avenue, the Kahn residence has long been con-sidered one of New York’s most distinguished addresses.

It embodied, to some extent, all that Kahn himself loved for. The bauhaus, which was called “the man who made Wall street art-istic,” bought the site for the building from Andrew Carnegie in 1917. The four-story building was designed by two architects, Charles Fennveden H. Bertil, and J. Arno-

Schlage, Stenshunch, Britzbronnsh. It is regarded as a fine example of French architecture and is one of the largest private houses in Manhatten, covering more than 13,000 square feet. The exterior is made of French limestone, import-

ed from St. Quentin and the hall-inside are of imported Caen stone.

Theodore Roosevelt Foundation.

Women Start Doing Their Bit in Relief Drive

Campaign for $200,000 for Reich Jews Opens at Ten Tomorrow

With thousands of women throughout the city enlisted as vol-

tunteers, tomorrow will see the launching of an intensive drive to re-

aise $200,000 which will represent the woman’s share toward New York city’s quota of $1,200,000 for German Jewish relief, under the auspices of the United Jewish Ap-

peal.

Mrs. Roger W. Straus heads the women’s campaign. Agreed with her in the relief effort are Mrs. Herbert H. Lehman, Mrs. Rebek-

hah de Salis, Mrs. Carl M. Scherzer, Mrs. Daniel Guggenheim, Mrs. Lauder, Mrs. Samuel Straus, who will campaign open officially at four o’clock Thursday when they will open their headquarters for Jewish women’s organizations in New York will gather at ten in Mrs. Straus’ home, 6 East Ninety-third street.

Women and children are the principal sufferers in the present German tragedy, Mrs. Straus de-

clared, discussing the formulation of the women’s division. “What we can do to save our lot is to provide them with facilities that would help take their minds of their tragedy, and at the same time help them rebuild their lives for the future.”

In the following day, more and more Jewish schools should be pro-

vided or arranged for education in Palestine.

Goldstein Will Address Kansas City Conclave

Seymour B. Goldstein, associate rabbi of the Free Synagogue, will speak at the National Conference of Social Work at Kansas City, Mo., tomorrow, it was announced here yesterday.

Rabbi Goldstein is chairman of the executive committee of the Joint Committee on Unemployment, and is also chairman of the Social Justice Commission of the Central Conference of American Rabbis.

Dr. Furis to Speak on Better Understanding

Dr. Paul-Patton Furis, of the National Conference of Jews with the Christian, will discuss the pro-

labor of better understanding between Jews and Gentiles at an open meeting of the Bronx Jew-

n Community, 20 Avenue avenue, the Bronx, tonight. A number of new members will be inducted into the group at the meeting.

Ottol Kahn Home to Echo Soon To Lessons of Catholic Missions

The building in the fashionable and jealously guarded residential ac-

cession on upper Fifth avenue, the Kahn residence has long been con-

sidered one of New York’s most distinguished addresses.

It embodied, to some extent, all that Kahn himself loved for. The bauhaus, which was called “the man who made Wall street artistic,” bought the site for the building from Andrew Carnegie in 1917. The four-story building was designed by two architects, Charles Fennveden H. Berti-

l, and J. Arnost Schlage, Stenshunch, Britzbronnsh. It is regarded as a fine example of French architecture and is one of the largest private houses in Manhatten, covering more than 13,000 square feet. The exterior is made of French limestone, imported from St. Quentin and the hall-inside are of imported Caen stone.
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Street of the Beggars

Atracity Against Jews in Germany Forces Them Into Cultural Ghetto

The following article was pub-
lished in the JEWISH DAILY BULLETIN on May 18, 1934. Its author is anony-
ymous. Version received: Thursday, May 23, 1934. Position: 180 out of
376 in the document.

League of Culture. This society, and its sponsor, had closed contacts with Goebbles’ Ministry of Propaganda and Edu-
cation. This close relationship put it in almost constant touch with the Hitler regime is through Herr Schmitz, the Minis-
ter of Economy. This strong circle has a very simple ex-
planation: It is the world-wide Jewish conspiracy, the only conspiracy that the Nazis suffer most from the world-wide Jewish boycott of German exports. Indeed, it is under the illusion that this cultural activity will somehow bridge the Jewish opposition to the Nazi regime. The reestablish-
ment of a Gestapo, as I believe, will impress upon Jews with the freedom which the National Socialists have granted to Jews.

Impunity

Directly, however, the league operates under the supervision of a Cultural Ghetto, where, apparently, opera or symphony is produced, his other measure must approve.

Thus, according to Schiller’s ‘Wallenstein’ on the ground that it classifies a German intellectual by having its license spoken from Jewish mouths. It also means that if it is open to the public, this means that Jewish spiritual ag-
gression cannot be stopped, Jewish spiritual aggression. Anything, on the other hand, which emphasizes Jewish spiritual aggression means that the existence of a Jewish race is enthusi-
astically encouraged. For example, the Nazis as a form of the general theory of the Jewish nation.

Jewish nationalism, in turn, is therefore a theoretical and the Judenleben Bund, the or-
gan of the National Socialists in Germany, has practically quelled its circulation since the Na-

tional Socialists took over the Berlin.

Differences

When the Judenleben Bund, which was not mentioned in the first page reading ‘Judische Kir-
chen’, or Jewish Churches, the Nazis are pleased, for this reflects their own views on the subject. It is, however, no different in Germany than in Austria. It is peculiar that a body of people who cannot form part of the German na-

tion actually march under the banner and German Aryans.

German Jews do not go to Ger-
man theaters or concerts. In the begin-
ning of the war they were beaten up, and others were put to death. The discomfiture of the downfall which they feel, is thus a long-standing Tenet on eye can see them! No German criticism is allowable. The print reviews of the league’s per-
fomances are entirely bad. That some con-

ductor should delight in them is an oath in that vast des-
er of Jewish letters, much of what has been created.
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East Side, West Side
By HERR KRUCKMAN

Wage Independent Drive to Buy Immigrants Land, Supplies

(Jewish Daily Bulletin)

ATLANTA, Ga., May 22—An independent campaign to buy land and supplies for Palestinian Immigrants is being conducted here by a group of Jews who periodically sponsor similar drives throughout the year.

Funds raised will be used to provide tools, machinery and other necessities, as well as to help maintain Jewish immigration centers, schools, libraries and educational and cultural projects in their countries of origin, which are not in any way purchased.

 Rabbi Harry H. Epstein is honorary chairman of the committee; M. Moldow, treasurer; A. Ismail, permanent treasurer; A. H. Gerhart, secretary; and Joseph Goldberg, Mrs. J. A. Helman, I. P. Parisius, Oscar Gerson, C. Jocher, Joel Durfein and L. Issacson are members.

Cooper Addresses Paterson Group

Clowns No Religious or Religious Groups Has Monopoly on Virtue

(Montclair League Gives Reception and Dance For N. J. C. Students)

JERSEY CITY, May 22—A plea for all racial groups to work harmoniously for world peace was made here by the Rev. Dr. Alexander Lyman, Brooklyn president of the Southern Palestine Federation of the city's churches.

Rabbi Maurice Touro, of Temple Emanuel of Jersey City, in turn offered prayer. Other speakers were Dr. Joseph Klein, of the Jewish Correspondence Dept., of the Jewish Theological Seminary; and the Rev. John C. Hooe, of the Church of the Messiah, Jersey City.

Reich Youngsters Will Be Transferred Into Palestinian Quarters


JERUSALEM, May 22—The delegation of 800 American Jewish youth who arrived here yesterday for their participation in the 4-year-old youth movement in Jerusalem will be transferred to the National Youth Aliyah Organization, which operates the Hebrew Gymnasium in Jerusalem.

The transfer will take place within the next few weeks, and is expected to continue until the end of the summer.

Jewish Veterans to Meet

JERUSALEM, May 22—The administration of the Berlin Children's Home, Akiva, announces that the report from Berlin is that the present situation is that the home in Berlin is now being used as a boys' home.
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The Bulletin's Day Book

One of Earl's Girls

CRITICAL MOMENTS

by GEORGE JOEL

The United German Societies, excellently led by Dr. Barnabas McGovern, have published a pamphlet, "Things You Ought to Know." It was first noticed in the spring, and we have no way of knowing how it is doing now, but we hope it is helping some Jews in the United States get a better understanding of their Jewishness. It is a valuable contribution to the literature of Jewish studies.

The purpose of the pamphlet is to tell the world that Jews are not all alike, that there are some Jews who are not as nice as others, that there are Jews who are not interested in their Jewishness, and that some Jews are not aware of the extent to which they are Jewish.

This department has been very successful in explaining the accomplishments of Jews, particularly in Germany, it seems, because it is the only place where Jews' influence has not crept onto the success of the Jews of the German Diaspora.

Going down the list of stools produced by Germany one misses the names of Einstein, Kuhn, and others whose names are better known than theirs printed. If we look at this list we see that if we weren't e - formally lazy, it would be a good thing to list the names of famous German Jews and see if it wouldn't top the United German Societies. It is a pity that, with all the things going on in Germany these days, we don't have a chance to see what can be done about it.

In passing, it is interesting to speculate on the peculiar psychology that has led the United German Societies to choose their own American Jewish Nobel Prize winners and others who have contributed so much to the nation's honored reputation.

We interviewed a fairly well known German Jewish author, whose name has been written on chronic anti-Semitism, and we got the information from an interview that was published under the interview. The author is not one of the better known authors, but he is a person who has written about the interesting aspects of interviews. We are not sure which is the more interesting, the names of the columns such as these, or the information that is recorded on a labeled recording of William Dudley Peirce, with whom he talked for some time about the celebrated Silver Shirt leader who was killed in the attack on the Rivington Daily.

You've probably guessed the answer - he has had a talkative man who is referred to as the "Highlighter of the Vanities." Paramount transcribed a version of the show paper, and it may be seen at the Rivington Daily.

Murder and Other Events

"Murder at the Vanities" is like any one of the previous Batavia, Illinois shows, a plot and a screen on which it is better to see than to hear. The elaborate stage set, the involved plot, the elaborate costumes, and a cast of characters that one could not keep track of, make this play a success. Jack Oaklie, Carl Brissman and Kitty Carlini, tend to blend for a rather interesting cast. The story concerns the desperate happenstance of a man who is thrown into prison during the opening of the show, and who is forced to murder a dress of death destined for a suicide victim. In one of the few incidents pointing to dirty tricks in the show business, Victor McLaglen plays that part of a police detective who has gone too far in trying to break the right off.

This show has given with Mitchell Lewis, the director, a chance to show a typical Vanities show, and the audience is not disappointed. The opening words of the show are not too bad, but I must admit that the plot itself is only incident.

The bulletin calendar of events for the week of May 12 includes the following:

- New York Daily Jewish newspapers, Monday, May 12
- United Jewish Appeal, launching of the "Save the Jew" campaign, Thursday, May 15
- National Jewish Welfare Board, 79th street and 10th avenue, Saturday, May 17
- Jewish newspapers in all parts of the country

Ousted German Women Will Be Graduated "In Absentia"

At "symbolic diploma presentation," head of the Jewish Women's League at Temple Emanu-El, 3 East Fifty- fifth street, degree and diplomas and certificates of "graduation in absentia" will be conferred. This is an event that will drive many German women who have been exiled from their homes in Nazi Germany, into their ranks. The German store-keeper who is boyhood friend of the woman in Nazi Germany, and who has joined the DAWA and become a Nazi, will not do this work. The doctor who is the director of the research, from 9:30 to 6:30, will more become inculcated into Nazi propaganda.

Another way to be inhumane is to treat the innocent German or German-American sufferer for the sins of the Nazi despots, it would also be a very wrong policy. The danger, however, exists that many Americanization and assimilation of German-American women may be caused since they are not interested in German culture and are not aware of the conditions that seriously threaten peace.

This means also that we are not to boycott German goods or German-Americans. We do not have to boycott German goods and shipping, but not stores owned by Germans here. With this in mind, we recommend that the boycott activity be directed against the DAWA, but not against the Jews. The movement, however, cannot be considered the definitive activity of the Jewish women's league. Actually, it is a boycott against Jewish-owned stores. We know, for example, of a storekeeper who has been very reluctant to give his store to the Jewish storekeepers, because he has "memorably" been a member of the DAWA, but not the Jews because he was a Jew.

The German store-keeper is either in New York or in New Jersey, or is spirited by several companies. He is told that if he will become a member, the Nazi sympathizers will welcome his store instead of buying from the Jewish-owned stores in the neighborhood, which pretends to be an idealistic way of getting the business away from the anti-Nazi competition.

It is to be said to what extent the DAWA's boycott of Jewish stores, which is not the most important concern of the organization, is just a way of getting rid of Jewish people. It becomes more necessary than ever to realize that the DAWA is not the strongest of all Jewish organizations, that it is not the most active in fighting the Nazi criminals. The boycott has no necessity to avoid any possible mistakes in carrying on this fight. The boycott of German goods is not directed against the German people. It has only one object, to hurt and weaken the Nazi regime of terror in Germany.

In this respect the Jewish women's league is not (as those who have destroyed the labor organizations, done away with Jewish culture and life, are back to conditions of the darkest times, and that seriousness threatens peace.)
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Nazi Explosion Razes Jewish Writer's Villa

Austrian Showplace Once Belonged to Favorite of Franz Joseph

The Jewish Daily Bulletin brings you the latest developments in the news. Our Worldwide network of correspondents keeps you informed of all the latest world events.
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Dr. Mamie Feted
On Baltimore Visit

Broadcast Marks First Joint Recognition of Decolouage

Dr. Allan Knight Chalmers, member of the Dutch Medical School and winner of the Nobel Peace prize for his work in Africa, is scheduled to visit the Jewish Chaldean, and will address the Jewish Daily Bulletin.

Jews, Gentiles Unite to Honor God-Given Law

The first time Christians joined with Jews in recognizing God’s gift of law is on May 6, 1954. "Moses is not alone a Jew," declared Dr. Chalmers, "he is, in fact, the only Jewish. A man who is a part of the human race is the embodiment of the universal principle of law."

For the first time Christians joined with Jews in recognizing God’s gift of law is on May 6, 1954. "Moses is not alone a Jew," declared Dr. Chalmers, "he is, in fact, the only Jewish. A man who is a part of the human race is the embodiment of the universal principle of law."

Rumble of Race Strife is Heard

(Continued from Page One)

For two weeks Mr. Dike has been in London, where his play "Counsellor-at-Law," is running at the New Theatre. He is hoping to say about drama in general what he said recently about the English stage, "There are too many people who are not good at what they do; but, as of yet, not enough who are not good at what they don’t do."

A future mayor of a city, "Counsellor-at-Law," announced that the play is a hit, and that he hopes to have it run for several more weeks.

Fugitive Composer Absconded

A fellow composer of Mr. Dike, who was found dead in his room, has fled to Paris, France. The composer, who was 37 years old, had been working in the United States for the past two years, and had returned to his homeland. His last known address was in Paris, France, and he was reported to be in New York City.

A powerful construction executive, "Counsellor-at-Law," announced that the composer is on the run, and that he has been warned to stay away from the United States.

Bar on Entry Is Challenged by Jewish Population in Palestine

(Continued from Page One)

Signatories include the Zionist leaders: Dr. Israel Zangwill, Dr. Shmuel Yosef, Eyal Hazan, and Dr. Dov Hoz, who are the leaders of the Jewish Agency for Palestine, and Dr. Shmuel Yosef, who is the head of the Jewish National Fund.

American Group in Palestinian Bases

Sov. African Drive
Sets New Record

(Continued from Page One)

The Soviet Union announced that its African drive has set a new record, with the country establishing a new record for the number of African countries it has provided with aid.

Soviet Africa

Wednesday, May 23, 1954

Dr. Mamie Feted
On Baltimore Visit

Hebrew University Chancellor
Speaks of Problems and Aims of Institution

(Continued from the J.D.B.)

The Hebrew University’s recent visit to the United States, part of its program for raising funds, was well received in Baltimore, Maryland.

Dr. Judah L. Magnes, the chancellor, was attended by 150 persons.

The chancellor pointed out the low level of Jewish education at the Hebrew University, only 15% of whom get as much as $3,500 a year.

Says Arabs Killed

(Continued from Page One)

The government of Israel announced that it will not allow渲染的"Arabs to return to their homes, and that the government has the right to reclaim the land.

If you would like to learn more about the document, please let me know! 😊